Upwind
A letter to those whom I have not yet met

I hope that when we meet you will tell me that I'm insane. I hope that when you get to know me
a little better, you will understand that although it is easy to set foot in my life, although it is not diﬃcult to
enter my house, eat what I cook, listen to stories that I tell, stroke my cats, light a joint and drink with me
vodka, it's really hard to stay in my world for longer. And you will be right, I am crazy, I am not easy, I am
picky and dramatic. Above all, however, I sail alone.
I burn bridges on which I run, scared by what I leave behind. I do not regret and do not turn my head. I
can't stay motionless in empty, insensitive time and I run away from this emptiness. The disbelief that the
transparency of the modern world leaves in my soul is unbearable to me. This shallow, this shoal, or more
precisely this "lack of depth", smothers me and enslaves me. This is who I am, I must rush forward, there is
too much to know, too much to understand, and to create. I can't be a guest in a reality that stands still,
reluctant to other people, unfriendly, devoid of any serious, deep thoughts. A reality focused on money,
career and luxury, one that defines success as wealth and happiness as comfort. Something is very wrong
with us. By setting destinations and goals, measuring time, planning specific routes, caring only for cargo
and equipment, we lost the true sense of our journey. We run aground, enjoying the beaches, palm trees and
umbrellas.
I hope that when we meet, we will both agree on this topic. You will say that I am sailing against the tide
and I will ask you to take the oars with me.
When I was young, I fiercely fought for every bite of a compliment, every sip of recognition, but more than
getting attention, I just wanted to be liked. Although I never expected admiration, I could not imagine
friendship without a little recognition and a pinch of infatuation. Today, some twenty years later, I live
without a mobile phone, I don't have instagram, taking “selfie" simply doesn’t cross my mind, and I find
collecting "likes" openly a pathetic need for pseudo-existence. I value most sensitive people who sail against
the wind. They don't have to like me. I don't think I have reached any goal yet. I'm still paddling.
Although I live in Athens, in the heart of a big, beautiful city with a rich history, I leave the house less and
less often. And I think I look a bit like the ancient sculpture of a concerned philosopher, hidden somewhere
deep at the bottom of the sea. At least until someone finds me. And although I do not think that there
would be something to admire, because time has already washed out a significant part of the stone, the
characteristics of my face have disappeared and the colors are washed away, I believe that when you find me,
you will look deep into my eyes and think about what I have to tell. I will take you on a journey through my
own sea.
I hope that when we meet you will agree with me that there are too few lone sailors in this world.

